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The professor has since passed away, but his presence in the village continues in many ways. The
community has named a school and the researchers continued their work for a few months. The

couple agreed to return to India in 1997, even though they knew that Padmanabhan would have to
undergo two years of MD & Phd before he could qualify as a researcher. By this time, they had no

shortage of things to talk about. While juggling the routine chores of a teaching assistant,
Padmanabhan conducted a survey of Amazonian hunter-gatherers, which became one of the first

investigations of how climate affects socialisation and reproduction among non-humans. In the late
1990s, he had received a grant from the Tata Consultancy Group to travel across Asia, asking Indian

students how it compared with the rest of the world. T Pads videos are clips, heart-warming or
otherwise, from his life, selected by us from some of his favourite films. These are the stories that

make us happy, the ones that fill us with pride and take us back in time. In a video diptych,
Padmanabhan can be seen playing music on vintage equipment. He listens to a song and then pokes
around a music system. He makes the turntable turn without hitting the ground and the needle can

be seen clearly. The co-author of his most celebrated book, The Parcel: Modern Magic and the Rise of
Thackeray, wrote on his death that Padmanabhan had recently said that he felt like a scientist in the
laboratory. Padmanabhan's reply was two fold. He said, I love living in the grey areas, like an echo
chamber, where there are no answers, just questions. Second, he said that he wanted people to
know, science is never finished; it is a process of creation in which people keep discovering what

other people have already discovered.
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